chemical

500

about

uses
photoggaphic

the human eye

itself. Ree
cent studies have disclosed that the

“?lms" that it makes

seientist Doubts That They

eye is more like a camera than
foymerly was believed; and that a
continuous supply of new “?lms" of
high sensitivity is needed for' clear

,

VlillReplace Nature’s

water, without wear. swelling or
shrinking.
Both are intended for special jobs
in meters. Both mislead the gab-

lic. as have their near-miracle predecessors in plastics.. in that they
seem to point to a near future when
anything a man wants in materials

—his house, his car. his plane—can
be tailor-made to ?t his dreams.
This might be‘done, but it probably
never will be.
The plastics age, as seen here at
Mellon Institute. will be full of scienti?c miracles—but plastics will not
substitute for metals, wood, bricks
'and stone or for jewels, silks and
clothing. They will supplement all
those and many more. They will he
.used to do things nature’s materials
cannot do so well.
The situation was explained by
Dr. Reginald L. Wakeman, industrial fellow. His fellowship is supported by the Pittsburgh Equitable
Meter company.
May Be Too Expensive.
Usually plastics will be too expensive td substitute.
Cotton paving blocks, so called because they
are a plastic with a base obtained
tom cotton, are anexample. Some
of the publicity about streets paved
with cotton blocks omitted the cost
—around 40 cents a pound.
When the United States’ entered
the war the total American plastic
production was less than one-half
qt l‘per cent of the metals we used.
In volume the plastics, lighter in
Weight. equaled some 4 per cent of
the metals.
A renaissance
of color is one
de?nite change to come with clastics. They can beunade in all :01ors. The colors are fast, with unusual brilliance and sheen. Neither
dirt. corrosion nor wear dims them
permanently.
These colored plaseasily.
usually with watics clean
’

ter.

.

There is no end in sight of the
variety of plastics to be inade. There
Is also an equally endless possibility
of blending plastics with other materials. or bonding plastics and other materials together permanently.
Already there is a wallpaper made
apparently of wood. A resin, which
is a plastic. does this. Paper is
impregnated 'with the resin. On top
is laid a thin layer of wood, onesixty-fourth of an inch thick.
Use in Planes.
Plywobd planes ,are possible only
because of the plastics which cement the layers of wood. Virtually
all the new plywood advances depend on plastics. The so-called plastic planes contain, as binder, about
10 to 14 per cent of plastics.
Few persons think of nylon as a
plastic. Yet it is one of the foremost and one oi! the most versatile.
The versatility of plastics is all
but incredible.
Take Wparacoumatone.
It is a, .useful ?oor binder
and also an ingredient in chewing
gum.

not begun at once.

Liberty Ship Lifeboats
Built to Withstand Sea
Rated as the best built and safest
ship of its type in the world; the
EC-2 Liberty ship is equipped with
lifeboats that are on a par with the

parent ship. Acknowledged as the
most seaworthy and self-contained
boats of their type ever made, they
are made! of metal or wood, designed to carry 25 passengers.
Once lowered the Liberty lifeboat
on contact
automatically releases
with the water. .You can't swamp
one of these boats because of buoyancy tanks ?lled with kapok. It high
seas should capsize the boat it can
readily be righted by a few men.

Each boat is equipped with a canspray hood, This hood covers
vas
the entire forward section and
there's also a‘ mu length of spray
cloth on the weather side.
Each boat carries scarlet sails,
making identi?cation easy.
One in
every four is ehuipped with 3 25.11.13.
motor and a good supply of fuel.
There is also a full complement of
cars.

Maget
where
Knight
said: “When I
jor
I’m going. I’llwrite you. In a way
I'm sorry. because I'll be cut of!
for a good part of
from
and won’t be able to do any
the t'
more work on the next book. It's
about a guy coming home from the
war—that’s all. I'd like to have it
d'one'by the time the war is over,
but I don't know. The big thing is,
we'll win this war by killing Germans. not by writing books.
“Ican’t talk anyone into anything.
I admire conscientious objectors in
this war as long as" they are conscientious about it, and I admire soldiers. The only ones I never admire
are the ones who ?ght with their
mouths and say: ‘Killone for mé.’
Each man with desire tor bloodshed
should do his own shedding."

llXpewriters
,

3’!
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Ff?? H?N?fi
One of the most essential articles
of equipment for our soldiers is his
canteen. In equ'atorial countries and
in other wa‘rm climes they are particularly important to the welfage of
our ?ghting men.

VANCOUVER, B. C.—Vancouver
quietly and patriotically suffered a
?ghting
serious fuel shortage so
men might train in comfortable

is

Davy Crockett. the
LONDON.
great-great-grandson
of his namesake who went down from Tennessee
to help out Texas in the war for independence and died a hero's death
in the Alamo in 1836. was sworn
into the U. S. air force recently.
Born in England of American parents. he has never seen his homeland.
His father. Norman Crockett, of
Rockton, 111., is with the U. S. Maritime commission.
Young

Davy

wants

to

be

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

an

American bomber pilot to “get back
at the Germans for what they did
to England." He has been in a British training corps for two years.

And Then Izaak Walton
Turned Over in Grave
SPOKANE. WASH—Harriet Con-

nor, the Chronicle's society editor,
strolled into Bill Hatch’s sporting
goods store and asked to be shown
some ?shing equipment.
She bought a bright. feathery bass

lure.
“And now,” said Bill. “I suppose
you'll want to buy a ?shing license."
“Oh, no." replied Miss Connor,
”I'm going to put this thing on my
new hat."
7

The canteen, now being largely
manufactured
of plastics,
costs
about 43 cents. The canvas cover
about 41 cents or?“ cents in
all. Your purchases of War Bonds,
or People’s Bonds, will buy many of
these for our men in the Solomons
or in Africa where they are badly
needed. Buy War Bonds every payday
at least ten percent of your
through a Payroll
income
Savings plan. a. 5, Treasury Department

warmth. In turnabout fashion. the
army supplied enough wood cutters
for two weeks to pile up 1,418 cords
of brushwood for the district's furnaces. Then the city donated SSOO
to a fund to buy band instrument!
for the army.

Women of Scotland Now
Get Eggs From Seagulls
LONDON—Thrifty Scottish house‘
wives are beating the wartime egg
shortage by trapping and domestieating seagulls. the London Sunday
Pictorial reported.
After a couple of months of good
feeding, the housewives claim. the
seagulls can be persuaded
to lay
eggs that are as good as hen eggs

Rural Fire Fig?ters
organizacommunity
Improved
from ?re
protection
rural
tions for
are making the program to reduce for cake making.
rural ?re loss in New York state
one of the most effective in the nation. Since January, 1936, the numFlyer
ber of rural ?re districts in the state
City
has increased from 106 to 312. A
probably
number of others have
ALLIED HEADQUARTERS IN
been formed but have not yet been
NORTH AFRICA—Stan Sergt. E.
classi?ed for insurance rate purDonadio of New York rode in
R.
The state ?re-district law
poses.
Flying Fortress that participata
to get
enables rural communities
ed in the raid on Naples, where
better protection by permitting them
his mother was born.
to ?nance ?re ?ghting equipment
“Mrparents came from Italy,
with public funds.
but my whole family is hell
Volunteer ?remen’s associations
against the Axis," Donadio re.
have helped to make the many dismarked later.

Helps Raid
U. S.
Mother’s Home

trict

organizations

possible.

I

'
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host or hostess.
The idea was
that the uneaten bit of food proved
the abstainer was a little above
everyday standards and could control natural instincts. The wasted
food also proved that the guest realized the host was ?nancially able to
he wasteful.
Soldiers in army camps in 1917
and 1918 found their eating was supervised by men who had more regard for the problems of transporting and serving food than for the
rules of etiquette. Food left in mess
kits proved 'to these supervisors the
lack of judgment of the eater. and a
course, of kitchen police duty or the
reserving of the leftover food at the
,nex‘meal were methods used to adjust soldiers' eyes to the size of their
stomachs.

Fish May Replace Meet
As Daily Table Fare
That familiar phrase.

Small Pilot Flame Now
Until the
PA.
only a small pilot ?ame

ends.

hard work to devise means to distinguish themselves as being rich.
extra nice. or both.
.
Before World War I. it was considered a tri?e boorish to eat all the
food placed on the plate by the

“Fish on

Friday." soon may become just a
relic of pre-war .days. For ?sh on
Monday, Tuesday. Wednesday or the
other days of the week is one of the
ways in which the mealplanner who
knows her nutrition can help in the
government's request for conservao
tion of meat. Fish. like meat, con-

entarrassed

.

Turn About’s Fair Play,
Fighting Men Discover

u

U

Most table manners are customs
which have a basis .in common
sense. but some impractical rules
were adopted through the centuries
by dictators of etiquette who had

will keep alive this famous battle?eld's eternal-light peace memorial.
The main light was extinguished
by the national park service as a. tains almost all the nutritive eleprecaution against air raids—hut
meats.
will burn during daylight hours. 'lhe
Protein. for building strong musmemorial was erected three years
cles and ?rm body tissues. is found
ago. on the seventy-?fth anaiveuaty
in abundance in ?sh. -. And nutritionists say it ls easily assimilated.
at the battle here.
too. _Maniminerals are found in
Islam at, the most important ones
U. S. Nurse Won’t Tell
is iodine. valuable in helping to pre'
’Secrets Even to Queen vent dlseases of the thyroid gland.
iodine. ls not
SOMEWHERE IN ENGLAND.— especially. goiter.
proved
many
OneAnlrican nurse has
she tound in
foods. Phosphorus
can keep a secret.
tor tissues and muscle building. calSoon after they arrived, the clum'tor hues and teeth are found
nurses received strict warnings in abundance in shell ?sh.
The army is feeding ?sh to the
against revealing any information of
military value.
The next day 01- soldiers. It ls a good health insur?cers were
to learn ance food. It should be eaten two
or more times each week.
atting
that 'a nurse. c
with Queen
Elizabeth on a visit. had refused
to tell the queen how long she had
Fight Peach Scnle
been in England.
The growing invasion of the white
peach scale. which has made subCorvette Sub-Fishnet
stantial gains in North Carolina orCorvette. the name of a small chards since 1940. will be met with
?ghting ship. now appears almost a "secret weapon" this year. Not
daily in dispatches covering naval serfws for many years. the peach
action around the world. Wherever sea. .-‘ made noticeable gains in the
United Nations convoys are moving Sandhllls in 1940. moved into new
supplies. there are escor?ng destroyterritory and new orchards in 19a,
ers and—corvettes. Corvettes built and made addition] advances last
in the 19303 were Britain's studied year. The "secret weapon" farmers
answer to the' challenge of subma- can use against this unwelcome inrine and bomber. ?rst keenly felt in vader is two‘applications of a 4 per
World War I, says the National Geocent oil emulsion. —'l'he two sprays
graphic society. Corvettes now un4 should berapplied' before the buds
der construction embody . changes \ begin to swell on the trees. They
gleaned from convoy escort experishould he sp‘ieed about two weeks
years.
They
past
apart. It is suggested that growers
'ence of the
few
are smaller than the earlier models.
go through their orchards and spray
ranging from 1.100 tons down to a the infested tires ?rst. Then two
minimum of 400 tons. They carry or three weeks later. the entire orimproved
anti-aircraft
machine chard should be sprayed wlth the oil
guns. depth charge' throwers and one emulsion.
or two tour-inch guns.

The active principal of the bean,
effective in killing pea aphids, Mexican bean beetle and other pests. is
concentrated in the seeds.
It is
described as having many or the
values of ,"rotenone" insecticides.
most of which have come from the
South Paci?c area.
Professor Hansberry said the most
e?ective use of the bean is made
by dusting with a mixture of ground
seeds and talc.
“Tests have shown that yam bean
dust will kill caßle lice.” and added, “and it may ?nd other uses in
addition to the control of vegetable
crop peSts.”

WASHINGTON.-It's all right :6:
transit companies to prov'ide bus and
street car service to amusement
parks if it does not interfere with
transportation
needs of war workers. the Of?ce of Defense Transpor.
tation ruled.
The agency said, however, that
rubber-tired vehicles should not be
furnished to amusement parks and
other recreational centers‘ if rail
serviceis available. and should not
duplicate rail service for any sub
stantial part of the trip.

I

GETTYSBURG,

by insecticide supply unlimited by
shipping shortages, Axis conquests
or submarine warfare."

_

V

Kin of Davy Crockett
Joins U. 5. Air Force

*

l

Join the payroll Savings plan at
your o?ice or factory. Save a delluite amount every payday, ten percent or more of your pay check.
Your pay check today buys a payday for tomorrow and gets you $4
back for every $3 you invest.
U. 5. Treasury Dom-av

war

New Insecticide Found
In Chinese Yameean

Favors Transit Service ’
To All Amusement Parks

l

\

,

Africa. was planning a new novel
According to Prof. Roy Hansberry
which he had discussed with his of the agriculture experiment staeditor.
tion, this “promises a future nearrecently;
In a letter written

Washing
machines
and other
household appliances are not available today. Manufacturers
have
converted their plants to war work.
It you save today, however, by buying War Bonds. this money saved
will start these factories rolling and
put millions of Americans to work
after the War is won.

Eterna] Light Is Only

INCA—Cornell university scien?sts announced recently the discovery of a lethal home front weapon.
a new insecticide which “may help
to protect millions of dollars worth
of vegetable crops in 1944."
Source of the pest destroyer is
the Chinese yam bean. the _origin of
Last Words
which has been traced to Central
Maj. Eric Knight, author of “This Americd and Mexico, where the
Above All,” who was killed in a plant is cultivated for the food value
plane crash on his way to North in the roots.

.

Auto safety glass is made with a
plastic. Cashew nuts furnish a plastic to make high-quality brake linings. The casein of milk makes an
imitation wool, and that also is a
plastic. In industry the plastics are
more important than in household
They furnish
and personal uses.
the rubberized and concréte paints.
many at the lacquers. all sorts of
adhesives.
Wherever there is an
industrial job in which metal is failing. the chemist can look over his
?eld of plastics, decide what kind
and arrangement of molecules will
form a special material for the job.
and then, it he has time enough,
make the article.

Two Yenching university students
who left Peiping 26 days ago to
reach their school in Chengtu said
they had passed through areas that
were “like a nightmare.” They spent
six days walking through iaminea
‘.
ravished districts.
“We could get food. but it was
terribly expensive,"
one student
said. “One pound of ?our cost 24
dollars ($1.20 in American money).
The cheapcst meal, consisting of a
bowl of noodles and a few pieces of
cabbage, cost 20 dollars ($1).
Letters received by American
missionaries from Chinese friends
in areas occupied by the Japanese
revealed that Shantung and Anhwei
provinces in eastern China were suffering tram the most severe famine
'
in a decade. _

21%?mb
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Densely Peopled Area.

'

PITTSBURGH—The Mellon Institute is making aonew. leatherlike
plastic to last 20 to 25 years without stretching, despite being ?exed
about 900 times an hour.
The institute also has produced a
new metal-like plastic to form discs,
which for 25 years must wabble like
coins about to lose their spin, and
'do this in boiling hot or icy cold

Famine Strikes Province in

CHENGTU.—Travelers from Hoprovince tell of a famine so
nan
seeing.
.serious that many sufferers have
A remarkable photo-sensitive subeaten grass and the bark of trees to‘
stance, known as the visual purple,
keep alive.
in the eye is bleached by light in
Crops have failed, villages have
the seeing process, somewhat in a been
deserted and food prices have
manner similar to the action taking
reached prohibitive levels when food
place on the ?lm in a camera when
is available at all, according to these
exposed to light. However, the hufrom this densely peopled
reports
man eye has the remarkable power
area
of
China.
to change back the photosensitive
'The Hanan famine may become
after exposure. into its
substance,
the worst in China's history unless
original form so that it can be exThis substance in the widespread relief measures are takposed again.
eye is exposed and restored at the en to feed and relocate millions of
persons, according to W. W. Alley
remarkable speed of 8 to 10 times
of Chinese Industrial co-operatives
a second, or about 500 times a minjust has completed a survey of
who
ute.
the
areas for United China
famine
Experiments also show that the
Relief.
substance, if removed from contact
Mr. Alley reported that 10,000,000
with living eye tissue, will remain
persons
are affected by the famine.
permanently in the exposed condiwarned
He
that “millions will die”
original
will
return
to
its
tion and
not
if
evacuation
of starving people is
_
form.

~

Own Materials.

Are Eating Grass

Etiquette Invented to
Keep Up’ With Jones'

Person.“

'

Protect huge.
Five rules given tor better service

Touch

When names like “Betsy," “Harand longer use from gas or electrlc
ry." ”Mary." "Nancy." “Frank" ranges
1. See that gas presare heard being called out across sure is are:
properly adjusted and electhe rosin yards of southern navalvoltage right. not too high or too
store markets, it doesn't mean that tric
low for your stove; that range burnhuman beings are being addressed.
er grates or units are level. 2. See
but simply that rosin is being gradthat
air and gas mixturejs adjusted
ed by those appelations. says the
in gas burner. to give a clear dame.
U. S department of commerce. This Keep
and pilots clean. dame
hurners
unique method of designating the
uaclogged.
3. Protect the
openings
grades of rosin has developed in enaxhel surface trom sudden
changes
the naval stores industry because
ternperature.
scratches. blows.
in
of the confusion which sometimes
acids._ 4. Don’t overheat
and
spills
resulted when just the letters by
electric units. don't get salt.
which the grades are of?ciallyknown coils-ofsugar. or soap
into open units.
soda.
were yelled.
Never touch open wire coils with
anything metal. .5. Keep all parts of
cooperative 3mm}:
the range clean to help preserve it:
An increase in co-operative buying save fuel and your time.
by Texas farm women was one of
the signi?cant trends in the ?eld of
Solve Duty Problem
rural home industries in 1942. Sevmarketing
culling and a better Job at
ago
commitHerd
eral years
county
home
demfeeding
and milking are progressive
tees ot the state’s
experimented
steps
_ln solving the dalrymon'o twin
onstration councils
purchase
pineof
problem of labor and teed. the only
with co—operative
canning.
The vensolution ot,one horn of the problem
apple for home
successful that the is to. cull the cows to the number
ture proved
same plan has been applied to the. which can be handled with the lebor
purchase at other fruits, wheat. available. it lg believed. To relieve
syrup, fruit trees. vines. rose bushes the other half of the di?eulty
culling the’ herd and teedlng the
and some home equipment.
roughage available is «asserted.
In
espefeed
situation,
the
some cases.
roughage, is hampering dairy‘ clally
men more than labor. In many
cash?
' Do you have
cases a herd can be reduced in also
You will answer, “No.” But
and by doing a better job of feeding
the fact remains that you do.
and milking as much or more milk
every
wage
earner
For almost
can be obtained from the cows rethese days has an income, in
maining as
checkbook or pocketbook. well
above the cost of his living,
taxes, insurance and debt reImportant Naval Base
payments.
Wilhelmshaven, ?rst German city
Yon never actually “bid”
to be pounded by an all-American
against anybody for a porterbomber squadron. was the scene of
house steak, but when you take
a mutiny that helped break the back
the spending of all average
of German resistance in November.
Americans as a group. it’s a
1918. Mutiny by the crews of two
di?erent story. So it is imbattleships “at Wilhelmshaven was
portant that excess money be
quickly followed at Kiel by the
‘saved rather than used collecspread of revolution to the whole
tively to bid up prices. If it is
?eet and to the land.
spent, instead of saved, prices
It has been an important "an
That's
soar.
in?ation.
station for nearly a century. The
Ideally, it should be invested
site on Jade bay. due south of Helin Government securities durgoland, German island sentinel in
ing the Second War Loan.
the North sea. 385 miles by airline
“They give their lives
from London, was purchased and the
You lend your money.”
station planned in 1853. Two year:
later construction began.
'
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What Is Inflation?
excess

formfrly.
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Services Fight
‘00;
Dread Malaria 'GIVE
AD

we:

,

\l ‘

.

To uccomodate
workers who
cannot
in during work
our shop 13

Aided by Health Board,
They Battle Foe Called
A: Dangerous as Axis.

both

Open link]in

WASHINGTON—The army and the

.

navy. backed by the U. 8. Public
Beam: service. have been “him!
an unsung war against an enemy
which could defeat our troops without ?ring a single shot and could
use our own airplane: for a successtn! invasgon of our shores.
The enemy. which military men
declare can be as great an adversary as the Japanese and the Germans. is malaria.
So far. the army and navy. in the
?eld. have been ?ghting a great
holding action against the malady.
while the health agency guards our
coast against malarh-bearing mos-

'

911

week daysand

Tl] 10

Safari".

ARMSTBM
BARBER:
A

‘

;

“SECRET
WEAPON”
'lihe Navy shares

quitos coming in by airplane.

A holding action is all it can be.
for. while science knows how‘to reduce the possibility of malaria and
how to treat it once it is contracted.
it does not yet possess the weapon
necessary for total defeat—a vaccine that will prevent it.
Posh Tests for Weapon.
However. scientists in every corner of the United States and in many
tropical outposts. working tor the
army and navy through the national research council. are hunting for
the “aecret weapon” that will defeat malaria. They are experimenting. testing. observing, making use
of hundreds upon hundreds of herbs.
plants and chemicals.
The magic

'

with you
\

neldotaultadrugalabeingexamlned.
So far they have nothing to report. But some day. it and when they
discover an anti-malaria vaccine.
?aey will have won a great victory.
tor malaria. while it does not have
the dread connotations of smallpox
and some of the other diseases already conquered by science. is a
great reaper of human life.
All the things men know about
malaria and every means of combating it are being employed by the
army and navy to protect the men
who are man; in some at the
world's worst malarial spots. On
the home trout the Public Health
service. ?rm its Foreign Quarantine division. is “decontaminatp
ing" the planes that come back
from the malaria! areas.
Bow Disease 1: into“.
The anopheune moanulto la the
came at malaria. the mosquito ?rst
must hiteantntectedperaon:
then.
ash. in bill like a pohonad hypoanltapmdathediuau

x

To lubricate Uncle Sun's;
undue Diesel mg”
run clean and
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Special Needs

minute

Every
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Thursday,

engines. It“: special,
pounded in prevent
'
end gamma-up pi"
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Starving Chinese

Eye Is Like a Camera,
Uses‘ Films for Pictures

COURIER-MR!“

ecmllydelnund?u?‘
stuck through we of
oils. Millions of an it

hbomorienndecnd

proved that it in!

‘

toallwhomitcanbite.
When malaria strikes a person he
becomes weak. shaky. subject to
chills and (ever. A sailor or a soldicr Merinz i‘rom malaria obviously is no good as a netting man.
qui—Certain prophylaxis—namely.
nine (supply sources at which are
now in the hands of he Japanese)
and atahrine (a coal ter-derivative
which the United States is making
in huge quantities)—will conh-ol it
and. administered in vast doses under medical nmerviaion. eventually
willeweoreheckit.‘ Anotherchemical agent. plarmochin. will kill the
gametacyiea. the reproductive term
of the malaria parasite.
There is plenty of ualaria in the
United States. particular‘q the southern parts. but the Puplic Health
‘

aerviceheepaitavililiustznarame.
So 400 unmanned quarantine o!ncers and sanitary inspectors stand
guard todny st airports where plsnes

tram overseas come in. They see
to It that planes. which already have
been sprayed with chemicals lethal
to mosquito; are sprayed again.
Passengers receive medical examinations; those, with mslaria sre permimdhentermecmmtry.hutthey
smut go straight to hospitals and
stay there until they are no longer
sauces cl mean.
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controlling margins of motion most
items.
Food processors. carriera.
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everbenore.
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All Soldier Need:
Now Is Right Rank
FORT EUS'I‘IS. VlA—Should he
ever attain that degree of rank.
one Fort Eustia soldier would be
a dguble captain. tor already his
signature is Private Berwick Captain. A native of Oberlin. La..
Captain is the smallest trainee in
the battery. standing just an inch
:I..der ?ve feet. but has little d!!?cuhy keeping up with bl; men.
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Family Food Cub Rim
$4 a Month Over 1942
WASHINGTON.—An
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